[Facilitator arrives roughly 5 minutes before the meeting, and writes down the names of the
participants in the order that they arrive, in the format of “Sam from Virginia” “Bob from the
Middle East” or “Claire from Chicago.”]
Welcome to the 625 Sexaholics Anonymous meeting. This is a closed meeting for those
who desire their own sexual sobriety. We will take turns answering a list of questions. Please
remember to mute your phones when you’re not speaking. If you don’t have the mute
feature, press *6 to mute and *6 to un-mute. We respectfully ask that all participants refrain
from using profanity, and explicit sexual descriptions. If possible, as a courtesy to others,
and to keep the meeting flowing, please write down the names of the person before and after
you in the lineup.
So far we have, on the call...[lists all in order, starting with self]
Let's start the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer.
God, grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, courage to change the things
I can, the wisdom to know the difference and the willingness to take the action. Thy will, not
mine, be done.
The bottom of the order is...
1) Do we admit we are powerless over lust and with our Higher Power’s help, are we willing
to seek sobriety and recovery today?
…....
Did anyone else join us for question 1?
2) This question is limited to one minute. At the end of one minute I will say “Time,” at
which point, please wrap up. Is there anything in the past 24 hours that endangered our
sobriety, and what solutions can we use to overcome temptations or handle life today?
Did anyone else join us for question 2? [If so then add: So the bottom of the order is...]
3) Name one thing you are grateful for and are you willing to turn your will and your life
over to God?
Did anyone else join us for question 3? [If so then add: So the bottom of the order is...]
[SA announcements:]
We can do our Seventh Tradition through the address in the back of the White Book, or at
SA.org
After the meeting, anyone is invited to stay on the call for our Spiritual Parking Lot
Any other SA related announcements?

Let’s end the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the third step prayer.
God I offer myself to thee, to build with me and to do with me as thou will. Relieve me of the
bondage of self that I may better do thy will. Take away my difficulties as victory over them
may bear witness to those I would help of thy power, thy love and thy way of life. May I do
thy will always. Amen
Everyone have a safe, sane, and sober day.
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